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TERMINOLOGY

UNITS
Unless otherwise stated, all values shown on the display are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>Nautical miles (nm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>Nautical miles per hour (kn)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse indication</td>
<td>Pulses per nautical mile (p/nm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>Degrees Celsius (°C)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ABBREVIATIONS
In addition, the following symbols are used on the runtime screens:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tp</td>
<td>Daily trip (in nm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TL</td>
<td>Total measured distance travelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>°</td>
<td>Degrees centigrade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STW</td>
<td>Speed through water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIP</td>
<td>Text for trip/total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOG</td>
<td>Speed over ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEMP°</td>
<td>Text for TEMPerature</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

The SKIPPER EML 224 Compact is a device that uses the effects of magnetism in moving water to measure the speed of a vessel in one or two axis. This effect is well understood and provides reliable data of the speed of the vessel through the water. This information is normally not available from any other sensor on board, and gives the navigator valuable information as to how currents are effecting the motion of the vessel. The EML system comprises of four main parts:

1. **The mounting**: Either a Sea Valve or tank. Welded to the bottom of the hull.
2. **The sensor**: A speed sensor device designed to fit into the mountings.
3. **The Electronic unit (JB60CD)**: The JB60CD allowing the EML 224 Compact to be powered and interfaced to the other navigation systems using digital standards.
4. **The EML 224 Compact display**: An alphanumeric display unit allowing the bridge staff to view the data.

The EML 224 Compact is unique in its simple, yet flexible way to display vital data in almost all conditions.

*For more detailed information regarding installation and system settings refer to the operation and installation manual.*

Manuals available from www.skipper.no
CHAPTER 2 CALIBRATION

THE PRINCIPLES
Calibration of a speed log involves finding the mounting angle of the sensor (heading offset) and the speed error, at various speeds. If the vessel has a laminar water flow near the sensor, a single calibration point will be sufficient. If the flow changes with speed, (due to the friction of the hull, or nearby constructions) then extra calibration points will be required. The sensor is mounted on a pole that can be turned to adjust the angle. This may result in a small angular error. This can be calibrated away in the 2 axis version. This should be done before the main calibration procedure is performed.

Full calibration is designed to ignore water current effects. The procedure requires the vessel to sail a fixed length track, at a constant speed. To remove the current and wind effects, the same track should then be sailed in the opposite direction. The average of these tracks will be used to calculate the speed difference between the real speed (measured using the actual distance and the time it took), and the measured speed (using distance from the sensor and the time it took). This procedure must be performed at least once, and then other speeds checked with the GPS.

Figure A

If necessary, the procedure should be repeated at different speeds. SKIPPER recommend that calibration is performed at a low speed and a high speed. If the user is not able to turn the vessel and is sure there is no current, the calibration
procedure can be stopped after the first leg and saved as a calibration point. This will give values that are correct for that particular condition. (If current is present, the speed through water will contain an error).

CALIBRATION MODES
The EML 224 Compact has two modes of calibration:
1. Manual
2. Semi-automatic.

Manual mode
The calibration – (MANUL) menu will allow the user to adjust the heading offset (*see note below), and the speed calibrations individually. Up (↑) and down (↓) adjust the highlighted parameter. SET moves to the next parameter. The data showing the result of the change will be displayed dimmed on the same screen (offset or speed). On the 3rd press, the lower value will change from Measured or Raw resultant value (Mrs) to Calibrated resultant (Crs) to allow the user to check the result of the change.

Procedure
When entering the manual mode, you will be presented with the offset value. This is the mounting angle of the sensor. The bottom line shows the measured offset at this moment. Adjust the middle value until the bottom value is near zero.

Figure B
Shows plotting a calibration path on the chart.

The leg should take at least 5 minutes to sail (distance can be shorter when sailing slowly).
Note the bottom value has a long average, and you may have to wait for up to a minute for the value to stabilise. **Note:** This function is only available in twin axis systems.

**Hint:** Pressing down (↓) and SET together will change the current selected value to the resultant value, or to zero, saving time when adjusting.

Pressing SET moves you to the next speed calibration. Enter the real (R) speed and measured (M) speed, (the measured speed can be seen on the bottom line). The calibrated value can be checked by pressing SET one more time. Repeat this process at as many different speeds as necessary.

**Semi-automatic mode**

The calibration – AUTO menu will take the user step by step through the calibration menu. The user may follow the steps presented on screen. First drawing a line on the chart system, as shown in figure A & B.

- The line should be sailed at constant stable speed and the line should represent at least 5 minutes of sailing at the current speed.
- **Leg length setting.** (Adjust the length to match the line drawn on the chart).
- **Start first leg.** (The vessel crosses point A at the calibration speed, towards point B).
- **Stop first leg.** (The vessel reaches point B on the chart and turns to sail the line in the other direction).
- **Save first leg.** (If the presented speeds look correct, save the leg and continue).
- **Second leg option.** (If you do not have the possibility to turn the vessel, you can use the first leg data directly. If the first leg data is of poor quality you may not be given the option to continue).
- **Start second leg.** (The vessel crosses point B sailing towards point A, sailing at the same speed as leg 1).
- **Stop second leg.** (press as the vessel passes point B)
- **Calibration result and save option** (The user can decide to accept or reject this calibration, and in which memory position to save it).

**Note:** The user should press the start and stop based on position on the chart, and not sailed distance on the unit.
The user may decide which of the 10 calibration points the calibration will be saved in. The screen will display the first available position on the table, or overwrite from zero upwards.

**Note:** The single axis version (CD401E1) of this product does not have the transversal axis available and will not require offset calibration. However, it is highly important that the unit is mounted pointing forward. If mounted in a valve, the pole can be rotated whilst moving the vessel against any current to maximize the longitudinal speed. This should be ahead.

**CHECKING THE CALIBRATION**

To check that the calibration points are not too far from the ideal linearity, the Calibration – GRAPH menu will plot the calibration points on the screen. The user may use up (↑) and down (↓) to select a calibration point and then adjust that value by pressing SET on the relevant point. The MENU button will return you to the GRAPH menu again.

Calibration should occur or be checked whenever the sensor is moved, or a new sensor is mounted. If there is growth on the sensor over time, the speed may be reduced slightly. The system should then be re-calibrated.

**Note:** *If a new sensor is mounted, the calibration in the EML 224 Compact may be useable. However, it should be checked.*
CHAPTER 3 ROUTINE OPERATION

RUNTIME SCREENS
The EML 224 Compact starts up in run mode. By pressing the MENU button, the preset user screens can be selected. (See "Runtime Diagram" on page 14). Some of the menu screens (i.e alarms) are also available in the run mode.

The EML 224 Compact can be dimmed in any of the run screens using the up (↑) and down (↓) buttons.

If Trip/Total are selected as a displayed parameter, they can be toggled using the SET button.

SETUP SCREENS
To change the setup of the EML 224 Compact, the user must simultaneously press MENU and SET. This will give access to a menu system allowing the user to scroll up and down the sub-menus and functions using up (↑) and down (↓), and SET to select. To move to the previous menu, the MENU button must be pressed. The middle underlined line is the selected line, the other lines are dimmed.

The menu structure is shown in the “Menu Diagram” on page 16. The menus are product dependant, only the relevant menus are accessible. However, some menus are always available. Most setup screens are configured during installation. The user will only need to occasionally adjust calibration.

ALARMS
The EML 224 Compact system contains one software alarm output and one reset alarm input.

- **Speed high** and **Speed low** alert the user when the vessel exceeds the speed limits.
- **Sensor alarm** is a system error alarm that activates if a serious system error occurs.
• **Fitness alarm** is a digital output, which if activated, sends a pulse each time a button is pressed on the display.

• **Power failure alarm.** If fitness alarm is deactivated, the output becomes a **Power failure alarm** which indicates a Power failure in the system. The output will show a high voltage at all times unless if there is a Power failure.

**SETUP OF ALARMS**

When operating as a primary source, the EML 224 Compact can be made to give an alarm in some conditions. These can be adjusted in the Alarms menu page. Values are changed with up (↑) and down (↓). The different alarm types can be selected by selecting from the menu, or by pressing SET to move to the next alarm.

When an alarm is activated, the alarm type will flash on the screen, and a signal will be sent to the external alarm system. The EML 224 Compact does not contain an internal alarm beeper. If required, an external alarm beeper can be wired to the alarm relay. Alarm protocol follows the IMO (International Maritime Organization) regulations and OSV (Offshore Vessel) requirements and can be silenced remotely. To remove the alarm warning from the screen, a button must be pushed on the EML 224 Compact. According to newer regulations, the system should keep an alarm indication at all times if the system is measuring an alarm state.

If the vessel is sailing faster than the preset high speed, the message ‘**SPDHI**’ will flash until the external alarm reset is set. It will then show a constant inverted text **SPDHI** until the alarm is acknowledged on the EML 224 Compact display. If the vessel is still sailing fast, (over the alarm limit) the EML 224 Compact display will have a large square in the top right corner. This will only disappear when the vessel sails slower than the alarm speed again.
Operational 1
3 or 4 Lines of Values
▲ Dimming
▼ Dimming
SET Trip/Total

Operational 2
3 or 4 Lines of Values
▲ Dimming
▼ Dimming
SET Trip/Total

Operational 3
3 or 4 Lines of Values
▲ Dimming
▼ Dimming
SET Trip/Total

Trip Reset
Shows Present trip value
▲ Dimming
▼ Dimming
SET resets the value, (press and hold)

Alarm Setup
Speed Hi
▲ Speed up
▼ Speed down
Deactivates at zero speed

Fitness/Power failure alarm, periodic alarm
▲ Fitness
▼ Power
Sensor EML sensor failure
▲ On
▼ Off

Splash screen
▲ Dimming
▼ Dimming
Option info
Software version/beta info.

RUNTIME DIAGRAM

X = possible to switch off display
MASTER RESET (FACTORY DEFAULT SETTINGS)

The factory default settings can be restored by performing the following operations:
1. Select CODE in diagnostic (DIAG) menu.
2. Press the SET button (Note: Do not change code value, just press the SET button.)

The unit will now restart with factory default settings.

Note. On EML systems, this will also reset the stored calibration values.
**Alarms (ALRMS)**
- Adjust the alarm settings
  ▲ Next Sub menu
  ▼ Prev Sub menu
  SET Select sub menu
  MENU Return

**Calibration (CALIB)**
- Calibration of Speed Log Systems
  ▲ Next Sub menu
  ▼ Prev Sub menu
  SET Select sub menu
  MENU Return

**Speed High (SPDHI)**
- ▲ Increment speed
  ▼ Decrement speed
  SET Move to next alarm

**Speed Low (SPDLO)**
- ▲ Increment speed
  ▼ Decrement speed
  SET Move to next alarm

**Fitness/Power Failure (FITNS)**
- ▲ Fitness
  ▼ Power
  SET Move to next alarm
  Enables fitness message/pulse when button is pressed or power failure alarm

**Sensor (SENSR)**
- ▲ Activate
  ▼ Deactivate
  SET Move to next alarm.
  Enables alarm if sensor stops sending.

**NMEA outputs (NMEA)**
- ▲ Move to next message
  ▼ Move to previous message
  SET turn on/off current message

**Pulse outputs (PULSE)**
- ▲ Next preset value
  ▼ Previous preset value
  Changes the number of pulses per nautical mile (longitudinal)

**Time averaging (AVRGE)**
- ▲ Increment pulses
  ▼ Decrement pulses
  Changes the number of pulses to be averaged over.

**Baud Settings (BAUD)**
- ▲ Higher Value
  ▼ Lower Value
  SET Move to next port

**Manual Calibration (MANUL)**
- ▲ Increment underlined digit
  ▼ Decrement underlined digit
  SET Move to next parameter.
  10 available speed parameters and 1 offset.

**Semi Automatic Calibration (AUTO)**
- ▲ Increment underlined digit
  ▼ Decrement underlined digit
  SET Move to next parameter/
  Action

**Graph (GRAPH)**
- ▲ Increment cal point
  ▼ Decrement cal point
  SET view/change parameter

---

* One option in the NMEA settings is DIAG. This turns on some of the diagnostics outputs. These are proprietry messages that occur if an error occurs or if requested. Setting this to ‘ON’ will stop all other messages.

** Offset calibration not available in single axis system.**